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Regional contexts for third mission policies and university management in the UK: opportunities and challenges

Over the past two decades the so-called «third mission» of universities and its regional dimension has been high in the national policy agenda, with a series of incentive mechanisms put in place at national, sub-national and institutional levels. This paper reviews the development of government policies, universities’ institutional strategies and management practices, as observed in the UK regions. We capture the evolving third mission policies that affect the links between universities and their regional agenda on one hand, and the development of institutional strategies and management practices at the university level on the other. Setting incentives for third mission activities encompasses complex processes at the policy, institutional, and individual levels. The paper concludes by identifying three key challenges for university managers and leaders.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Besides the traditional missions of scientific enquiry (research) and human capital development (teaching), the so-called «third mission» has become a major policy concern for universities in recent years (Laredo, 2007; Molas-Gallart and Casto-Martinez, 2007; Vorley and Nells, 2008). Regional contexts have influenced universities for centuries. Nevertheless, the idea of higher education institutions (HEIs) having a «regional mission» is relatively new, and an understanding of the regional dimension of universities’ activities has only recently been broadly shared amongst many of the established universities. Throughout many countries, since the mid-1990s, universities have been encouraged to adopt a stronger and more direct role in fostering innovation and entrepreneurship in their regions.

Nowadays, in both policy and academic literature, a great deal of effort is devoted to creating closer links between a university and its region. Universities are placing a
higher priority on being relevant and responsive to broader stakeholder needs, and these efforts have resulted in the objective of «improving regional or national economic performance as well as the university’s financial advantage and that of its faculty» (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000; p.313). Although the regional contribution of higher education is high on the policy agenda, it remains unclear how the institutions actually function, and what their new responsibilities entail (Arbo and Benneworth, 2007). Some authors point out that universities are embedded in local history and environments, with highly complex wider networks and social connectivity (Goddard and Chatterton, 1999; Goddard and Vallence, 2013). Furthermore, their regional role is of increasing concern not only to local, regional and national policymakers, but also to university managers (Charles, 2003; Davey, 2017; Galán-Muros et al., 2017).

This paper aims to examine the evolving third mission policies that affect the links between universities and their regional agendas on one hand, and the development of institutional strategies and management practices at the university level on the other. More specifically, we review the development of such missions in the United Kingdom over the last 20 years, during which UK government policy has highlighted the links between research, higher education and economic growth through a number of reviews and reports (e.g. DTI, 1998; Lambert, 2003; Sainsbury, 2007; Wilson, 2012; Witty, 2013). In recent years, the UK has become «a more and more divided society with inequality between the regions as marked as it has ever been» (McCann, 2016). Recent political devolution processes, and current uncertainties resulting from Britain’s impending exit from Europe (Brexit), provide further challenges to both regions and universities. This paper examines the evolution of universities’ regional mission in such societal contexts, including institutional practices and the possible inter-links between government policies, and reviews the performance of different third mission activities at the regional level.

In doing so, we should be aware of the broader transformation of the nature and very purpose of universities over the last two decades which runs alongside the development of the third mission policy and activities. More than a decade ago, several authors analysed the impact of marketisation, privatisation and neo-liberalism on universities (Boden et al., 2004; Nedeva and Boden, 2006), depicting «new managerialism» as ideology in higher education (Deem and Brehony, 2007). What is distinctive in the UK throughout this process is the «institutionalisation» (Geuna and Muscio 2009) of the third mission, and more recently «incentivisation» (Kitagawa and Lightowler, 2014; Upton et al., 2014; Rosli and Rossi, 2016) through national and sub-national policies, as well as mechanisms developed at the institutional level. This could be «turned into a scoring and ranking mechanism that could shape funding» (Molas-Gallart et al., 2002, p.55). These developments and tensions are part of the forces that define the regional dimension of third mission policies and practices.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews key issues surrounding the third mission policies and institutional practices in the regional con-
texts by drawing on an international literature. Historical backgrounds of the UK third mission policy development over the last 20 years are presented in Section 3. Subsequent sub-sections illustrate regional variations in terms of third mission policies and performance, illustrated by empirical data on a range of different third mission activities across 12 regions in the UK. Section 4 draws on the concept of «regional logics of action» (Lebeau and Cochrane, 2015), and discusses the organisational diversity, emerging institutional strategies, and management practices at different types of HEIs and a variety of contexts. Section 5 highlights the tensions and challenges of the higher education sector in the UK, given the broader transformation of the UK higher education system over the past two decades. The paper concludes by discussing both opportunities and challenges faced by the UK universities and regions, with particular reference to management implications at the local and regional levels.

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE - DEFINING THE «THIRD MISSION» AND THE REGIONAL CONTEXTS

Universities’ contribution to regional development is increasingly seen as their mission, but institutional contexts and the extent of their strategic resource allocation varies substantially. Changes in the external environment in terms of markets, regulations and policies have a significant impact. Universities manage interactions with stakeholders, not only at a regional level but also on other scales, and (re-) position themselves in relation to a variety of opportunities and challenges.

The third mission of universities is defined as «generation, use, application and exploitation of knowledge and other university capabilities outside the academic environment» (Molas-Gallart et al., 2002, p. 2). Terms such as «technology transfer», «research mobilisation», «research commercialisation», «university-business cooperation», «public engagement», «research utilisation» and «valorisation activities» refer to processes or activities related to different types and forms of knowledge flows and interactions (also known as knowledge transfer/exchange), involving academic researchers engaging with external stakeholders such as businesses, policymakers, practitioners, and the general public. Davey (2017) identifies four key areas of debate related to third mission: 1) the focus on public versus private good; 2) the relation to university-business cooperation and entrepreneurship; 3) the relation to theory; and 4) the stakeholder perspective. This paper highlights the regional dimension of the third mission across all of these themes. We consider universities’ regional mission as a specific domain of third mission activities (see the paper by Benneworth et al., this issue), which also interacts with teaching and research.

The third mission and regional mission of universities have been promoted and developed as a strand of public policy over the last 30 years, and are increasingly seen as priority areas for research and innovation policy development in
many industrialised countries including the UK. We should also note that the fundamental spirit, purpose and expectation of universities have all shifted over the past few decades through marketisation forces. Since the 1980s, HEIs across many countries have been under pressure from governments to actively contribute to the social and economic development of their regions, and to take a prominent role within national and regional innovation systems (Goddard and Chatterton, 1999; Slaughter and Rhoades, 1996). Since the mid-1990s, both academic literature and international agencies have drawn attention to issues specifically involving a university as «a regional actor» (Goddard, 1997; OECD, 2007). Consequently, since the beginning of the 2000s, topics related to higher education have become the subject of burgeoning interest in regional development and related areas of study (Harrison and Turok, 2017).

A growing number of public agencies concerned with local and regional development are looking to universities as local assets to play a key role, and more importantly, have financial resources at their disposal to encourage the «localisation of universities» (Goddard, 1997, p.24). For each university, in turn, with fewer public resources available for higher education, there is a need to place a higher priority on being «responsive to their local and regional communities’ needs», and on being «useful to society», in order to maintain public support (Shattock, 1997, p.27). However, attention to regions and their assets inevitably raises the question of «what governance arrangements can enable a plurality of institutions, firms, communities and individuals in the region to leverage their assets to meet their (diverse) goals» (Allison and Eversole, 2008, p.102).

As Power and Malmberg (2008) argue, while we agree that universities contribute to innovation it is less clear how they contribute to regional innovation, and still less clear how they contribute to regional innovation systems, particularly within the specific conditions of periphery regions. Universities can be conceptually articulated as actors as part of the «regional innovation systems» (Cooke et al., 1997; Cooke, 2004), but the question of whether and to what extent knowledge transfer/exchange and learning occur at regional and other (national and global) levels remains empirical (see Leydesdorff et al., 2002). Certain university-industry linkages are locally specific, whilst in some cases linkages could be at any level (i.e. local, regional, national and international). The spatial dimension of these relations is far from simple and uniform (D’Este and Iammarino, 2010; Laursen et al., 2011). Recent policy seems to be concerned with the need to better align or match universities’ regional knowledge producing networks with regional firms (Uyarra, 2010). However, many universities are in fact not only being called upon to act as regional sources of knowledge and skills, but also to draw on their prominence to act as international hubs, which may benefit regional development.

Recent literature on the «engaged university» and «civic university» (Chatterton and Goddard, 2000; Gunasekara, 2006; Goddard and Vallance, 2013) presents a
broader and more adaptive role for universities, embedding a stronger regional focus and need within their missions. These wider views of engagement include the contribution of higher education to social, cultural and environmental development, and formal and informal participation and external representation as an institutional actor in regional networks of learning, community engagement, leadership and governance (Boucher et al., 2003; Pinheiro et al., 2012; Benneworth et al., 2013; Benneworth et al., 2017; Addie, 2017).

In sum, universities are increasingly «entrusted with a regional mission» (Arbo and Benneworth, 2007). The «triple Helix» model of university-business-government interaction (Etzkowitz, 2008) has been increasingly articulated at the regional level with a variety of regional innovation conditions (Lawton Smith, 2007). Universities have become pivotal «ingredients» to policy assumptions about how to generate the knowledge-related potential of regional and urban innovation strategies, particularly in those peripheral regions (Pinto et al., 2015; Huggins and Johnston, 2009; Benneworth and Hospers, 2007; Morgan and Nauwelaers, 2002; Pugh, 2016). There seems to be prescribed and normative roles for universities as economic drivers and civic leaders in terms of maximising their contributions to territorial innovation processes, ranging from raising productivity, investments, and economic competitiveness, to social well-being and quality of life in the wider sense in communities. Recent work has begun to question the high level of policy expectations, with little understanding of the actual processes of knowledge flows and the extent to which regional economic and social development can actually be achieved through the utilisation of university knowledge (Power and Malmberg, 2008).

Given these developments of policy expectations and academic understanding of the roles of universities in the regions, the rest of the paper reviews the UK policy contexts, the evolution of the «regional mission», and how universities have developed their own strategies and practices in response to opportunities and challenges.


3.1. Third mission policy structures at the sub-national and national levels

In the UK, while research policy is governed at the UK national level, with policy interactions and funding governed at the European and international level, higher education policy is a devolved matter across England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland are called «devolved regions» or «devolved administrations». The process of political devolution, through which some powers and responsibilities related to science and innovation policy are devolved to regional governments, adds some nuance to the policy development and implementation processes at the regional level in the UK. The structures and strategies of devolved economic governance are complexly interrelated, shaped by pat-
terns of intergovernmental interaction and existing institutional structures of economic governance between national and sub-national actors (Jones et al., 2005; Cooke and Clifton, 2005; Huggins and Kitagawa, 2012).

Although the divergence of higher education policies predates devolution in different areas (namely, England, Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland) in the UK, this has become more marked over the last two decades (Universities UK 2008). The effect of «regional devolution» on higher education, research funding, and the governance and management of third mission activities is a growing area of policy and academic concern (Lyall, 2007; Huggins and Kitagawa, 2012; Kitagawa and Lightowler, 2013). Furthermore, the recent devolution process in England, with growing importance put on city-regions, is adding another layer of complexity to the multi-spatial governance structures of science, research and innovation. There are new expectations for universities to work with other stakeholders towards local economic development, taking new local leadership roles and leading new industrial strategies (see Universities UK, 2017; Flanagan and Wilsdon, 2017).

It should be noted that the UK national science and research policy has had sub-national territorial impacts over the years. The quality of the research conducted in UK universities has been assessed by the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) and more recent Research Excellence Framework (REF), which drives a funding formula aiming to reward world-class research «excellence». Such a research funding allocation model, it is argued, has reinforced the concentration of resources allocated to HEIs in the so-called Golden Triangle, the areas surrounding London, Oxford and Cambridge with the highest number of research intensive universities (Flanagan and Wilsdon, 2017). Therefore the regional funding contexts of universities are highly differentiated within the UK.

Across the four higher education systems (namely, England, Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland), HEIs have been supported by a series of initiatives aimed at strengthening third mission activities, funded by the respective funding bodies and government organisations. Third mission policies in these four systems are influencing each other, while there are some differences in terms of the size of the systems, resources, and the funding allocation mechanisms between them (see Table 1 below). To illustrate some of the characteristics of the four higher education systems and their developing regional agendas shaped by both national and sub-national actors, a brief description of the evolution of third mission funding mechanisms in each of the four higher education systems since the late 1990s and early 2000s follows below.

3.2. Third mission policies in the four (regional) higher education systems

In England, the Higher Education Funding Council (HEFCE) has funded «third stream» initiatives since the late 1990s, initially through the Higher Education Reach Out to Business and the Community initiative (HEROBC) and, since 2001, through
The Higher Education Innovation Fund (HEIF). These efforts have led to a considerable expansion of knowledge exchange infrastructure and capabilities in HEIs (PACEC, 2012). The mechanism for allocating third mission funding has also evolved (see Rosli and Rossi, 2016). Earlier rounds of HEIF funding were based on project-based competitive bidding, and a number of projects were funded for a regional consortium of HEIs. However, it was recognised that project-based funding allocation created «long-term instability» and prevented the development of the long-term institutional strategies for third mission activities. HEIF is currently based on a formula using the share of overall knowledge exchange (KE) income as reported in the annual Higher Education Business Community Interaction (HEBCI) survey. This reflects the government’s hope to facilitate more strategic institutional planning (HEFCE/OST, 2005). Several impacts of HEIF have been demonstrated (Coates-Ulrichsen, 2015); for example, it was recently shown that HEIF helps universities to work constructively with Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), and to develop local regional clusters of businesses (Universities UK, 2017).

Under the new Labour government (1997-2010), in close collaboration with the higher education sector (Kitagawa, 2004; Warren et al., 2010), regional economic strategies in England were carried out by nine Regional Development Agencies (RDAs) which ceased to exist on 31 March 2012. Since 2010, local economic development strategies have been undertaken by 39 Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs).

Table 1. **THIRD MISSION FUNDING MECHANISMS IN THE FOUR UK HE SYSTEMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>England</th>
<th>Scotland</th>
<th>Wales</th>
<th>Northern Ireland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of HEIs</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding council</td>
<td>HEFCE</td>
<td>SFC</td>
<td>HEFCW</td>
<td>NA (Department for Economy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Funding methods</td>
<td>Formulae based</td>
<td>Baseline funding &amp; A variable element</td>
<td>Formulae based</td>
<td>Formulae based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent third mission funding size (£)</td>
<td>HEIF £160 M (2016/17)</td>
<td>UIF £12.2M (2017/18)</td>
<td>Ceased 2014/15</td>
<td>NI HEIF £4m per annum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: HEFCE, SFC, HEFCW, Department for Economy. Collated by the author.

1 Number of HEIs are identified from HEBCI return data 2015/16 (HESA 2017).
Arguably, the redistribution of power and funding from national to local government has occurred through a series of «devolution deals» and the development of LEPs. Many universities are involved in LEPs as strategic actors at the city-region level (Charles et al., 2014).

It is argued that Scotland was the first «devolved region» in the UK to seize the opportunity to develop a regional science policy. The regional science policy model in Scotland promotes new institutionalised strategies for universities and the funding council, including knowledge exchange activities and strategic approaches to research funding and resources, in order to compete in a globalizing knowledge economy with an increased emphasis upon regional policy agendas through devolution processes (Lyall, 2007; Huggins and Kitagawa, 2012). There are two regional economic development agencies in Scotland, Scottish Enterprise and Highlands and Islands Enterprise, working closely with industries and collaborating with the Scottish Funding Council (SFC) on third mission and innovation agenda. In Scotland, a clear framework of outcomes and indicators for the public – the National Performance Framework – has been established since 2007. One of these outcomes is to «Improve knowledge transfer from research activity in universities» (SFC, 2007).

In Scotland, since 2001/2, the Knowledge Transfer Grant (KTG) has been the main funding stream for third mission activities, providing universities with a flexible funding stream to support a variety of activities. Performance is measured using KTG metrics from HEIs. In addition, between 2009 and 2013, the SFC ran a competition, called Strategic Priority Investment in Research and Innovation Translation (SPIRIT), in search of proposals addressing the needs of Scotland’s key industries (life sciences, energy, financial and business, creative industry, food and drink, and tourism), and the policy community. There are also funding initiatives targeting «demand-driven» exchange of knowledge such as the Innovation Voucher scheme, aiming to develop relationships between SMEs and HEIs (Kitagawa and Lightowler, 2014). Recently, in 2016/7, the University Innovation Fund (UIF) replaced the KTG with a similar set of metrics.

In Wales, the Welsh Assembly Government’s (WAG) Action Plan for Innovation (WAG, 2002) was one of the first post-devolution policy documents to outline an innovation strategy at the «regional» level. The key post-devolution third mission activities funded in Wales included: Centres of Excellence for Technology and Industrial Collaboration; the Wales Spinout Programme; a Patent and Proof of Concept Fund; Collaborative Industrial Research Partnerships; Technology Transfer Networks; Technology Transfer Centres; and the «Technium» initiative, with particular emphasis given to the development of incubator facilities.

The Higher Education Funding Council for Wales (HEFCW) created the Higher Education Economic Development Fund (HEED) in 2002/3 by combining different strands of funding initiatives. In 2004/05, the HEED Fund evolved into the Third Mission (3M) Fund to better reflect the full range of HEIs’ third mission activities, with the
bulk of the funding allocated on a formula basis. From 2008, the support available for third-mission activities substantially increased via the Welsh Assembly, which was successful in attracting around £50 million from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) for two knowledge exploitation and transfer programmes jointly branded as Academia for Business (A4B) (Huggins and Kitagawa, 2012). The HEFCW replaced the 3M Fund and created the new Innovation and Engagement Fund (IEF), which started in 2010/11. In 2012, however, following financial pressures on budgets arising from the Council’s obligations to support the new student fee arrangements, it was announced that HEFCW’s Innovation and Engagement Fund (IEF) would be reduced by 50% in 2013/14, and removed entirely in 2014/15 (HEFCW, 2013). Consequently, there is no dedicated third mission funding stream available in Wales right now.

Unlike other parts of the UK, Northern Ireland has no higher education funding council. After the Department for Employment and Learning of Northern Ireland (DELNI) was dissolved in 2016, the Department for the Economy created the Higher Education division, which fulfils the roles of both a government department and a funding council. Before 2004, Queen’s University Belfast and University of Ulster received third mission funding from the HEFCE through HEROBC and HEIF funding.

Since 2004/5, DELNI and the Department for Economy have funded the Northern Ireland Higher Education Innovation Fund (NI HEIF). The NI HEIF provides core funding to encourage the higher education sector to increase their capability to respond to the needs of business (including companies of all sizes) and the wider community, with a clear focus on the promotion of wealth creation. The long-term aim of this funding is to improve Northern Ireland’s innovation performance as a key element in raising productivity and delivering economic growth. This core funding is currently approximately £4m per annum (Department for Economy, 2017). In addition, there is a programme for both higher and further education, «Connected», which acts as a «one-stop-shop for companies wishing to access the technology and knowledge capital within the local research base, taking them right through the whole process from problem definition through to solution identification and implementation» (Department for Economy, 2017).

### 3.3. Regional diversity of third mission activities

As McCann (2016) points out, and other sources evidence, the disparities between regions in the UK in terms of GDP per capita have grown over the last twenty years (Arnold and Blöchliger, 2016; Martin et al., 2016). Adopting the European Nomenclature of Territorial Units for the United Kingdom, the UK is divided into 12 major economic regions (NUTS-1), 37 basic regions for the application of regional policies (NUTS-2), and 139 small regions (NUTS-3). Recent studies focusing on the roles of universities in the regions (e.g. Harrison and Leitch, 2010; Huggins and Kitagawa, 2012; Guerrero et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016) highlight the varied nature of the regional economies, and the existing differences in HEIs’ third mission activities across the UK.
Across the four higher education systems in the UK, accumulated data on third mission activities has been collected at the institutional level over the last 18 years. The Higher Education Business Community Interaction (HEBCI) survey collects annual information on income from a range of university-led third mission activities including commercialisation of research, delivery of professional training, consultancy, the use of equipment and facilities, and income from activities intended to have direct social benefits. The HEFCE originally started to collect data on behalf of all UK HEIs in the academic year 1999/2000. This data is currently collected by the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA).

Based on the annual data from the HEBCI survey, it is possible to present the regional profiles of the third mission activities and performance across the 12 NUTS-1 regions. An investigation of how the 12 NUTS-1 UK regions—Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland and nine regions in England—compare with each other in terms of third mission performance would reveal the influence of the regional forces, including political devolution processes, diverse economic governance structures evolving at the regional level, and the different industry structures of these regions. This paper only provides some descriptive illustrations of regional third mission performances.

Figure 1 shows income from aggregated third mission activities across the 12 regions, comparing the data from two academic years—2009/10 and 2015/16—(HESA, 2017). Performance of third mission activities is presented here in terms of annual income from specific activities aggregated. All the income figures in this paper are presented as nominal rather than real. These include: total Intellectual Property (IP) revenues (£000); total income from consultancy contracts (£000); total income from collaborative research activities (£000); total income from contract research (£000); total revenue from courses for business and the community, Continuing Professional Development (CPD) courses and Continuing Education (CE) (£000); and income from regeneration and development programmes (£000). To control for the difference in the size and number of HEIs in each of the regions, the income from different types of third mission activities is divided by the number of academic staff (Full Person Equivalents -FPE) in the same academic years. The 12 regions include nine regions in England—East of England, East Midlands, South East, South West, North East, North West, West Midlands, Yorkshire and Hum-ber, and London; Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland—.

There are variations in the performance of universities’ specific third mission activities in each region. IP revenues are relatively high in the East of England, Lon-don, and Northern Ireland.1 Comparing 2009/10 and 2015/16, revenues from most of the above-mentioned third mission activities have increased during this period, with the exception of income from regeneration and development programmes. The

---

1 With regard to IP and university spin-offs, there may be a trade-off choice being made between seeking revenues from the protection and licensing or sale of IP, and the creation of spin-off companies that will, in due course, realise a capital gain through the sale of shares, particularly in peripheral regions (Harrison and Leitch, 2010).
total revenue from regeneration and development programmes in 2015/16 was £162,736,000, and £213,403,000 in 2009/10, which included revenue from RDA programmes (£92,677,000).

Figure 1. REGIONAL ANALYSIS OF INCOME FROM SELECTED THIRD MISSION ACTIVITIES PER FPE ACADEMIC STAFF (£000) COMPARING 2009/10 AND 2015/16


Figure 2 compares income from consultancy activities with SMEs, per full person equivalent (FPE) academic staff, in 2009/10 and 2015/16. Some regions show substantial growth in the revenue generated through consultancy work with SMEs (South West, East of England, London, and Scotland). In the 2009/10 HEBCI survey, data is collected on the income from third mission activities from the HEIs’ RDA area. Across the 12 regions, there is a major variation when comparing the ratio of the consultancy income with the SMEs in the HEIs’ own RDA area (Figure 3). HEIs in several regions in England (East of England, South West, North East, Yorkshire and Humber) have more than 50% of income from SMEs in their own regions. It is notable that HEIs in Wales and Scotland –with the devolved administrations promoting regional science and innovation strategies– have the lowest figures in 2009/10. There is no equivalent data in the HEBCI currently, so it is not possible to compare the changes after the demise of the RDAs in England.
Looking at university entrepreneurial venture activities, the HEBCI data shows four categories of university ventures: «formal spin-off with academic IP ownership», «spin-off with university IP ownership», «staff start-up», «graduate start-up», and «social enterprise». Figures 4a and 4b illustrate two types of university venture activities — «spin-off with university IP ownership» (University Spin-Offs (USOs)), and graduate start-ups (within two years of graduation, with some support from the HEI). Figure 4a shows the average number of ventures created per institution, and Figure 4b shows the average estimated turnover of the active firms in 2009/10 and 2014/15 created by the HEIs in each of the 12 regions. Whilst the number of new USOs has not grown much over the period, in most of the regions (except North East and South East), the number of graduate start-ups created in 2014/15 is much higher than 2009/10. In general, the number of graduate start-ups exceeds the number of USO creations per year, but the estimated turnover from USOs seems to be higher than for Graduate start-ups. In the 2014/15 data, however, it is worth noting that average turnover from graduate start-ups is higher than that of USOs in the North East, East Midlands, and North West. The impact of graduate start-ups would require further examination, particularly for the «non-core» regions. Northern Ireland shows a particularly high revenue from USOs, and very few graduate start-ups.
As pointed out earlier, the national research funding landscape has contributed to the regional disparities between the Golden Triangle surrounding London and the North of the country (Flanagan and Wilsdon, 2017). Harrison and Leitch (2010) argue that regional variations exist not just in terms of «institutional policies and practices», but also of «access to capital markets and the advisors (venture capital investors, corporate finance advisors, and stockbrokers/nominated advisors) that support the process of listing a company on public stock markets», creating differences between the regions. Mueller et al. (2012) discuss the roles of HEIs in attracting investment to USOs in non-core regions, outside the South East and London.

So far, the regional characteristics of the third mission activities are illustrated by looking at the regionally aggregated income data. We should also note that each region has mixes of different universities, each having different history, regional identities and relationships to different stakeholders. The next section turns to look at the organisational diversity behind third mission activities and strategies.
Figure 4. **COMPARING USO AND GRADUATE START-UP PER INSTITUTION IN 2009/10 AND 2014/15**

**Figure 4a.** **NUMBER OF UNIVERSITY VENTURE CREATIONS PER INSTITUTION**

![Graph showing the number of university venture creations per institution.]

Source: HESA, 2017; HEBCI (2009/10 AND 2014/15)).

**Figure 4b.** **AVERAGE ESTIMATED TURNOVER (£000) BY DIFFERENT TYPES OF UNIVERSITY VENTURES**

![Graph showing the average estimated turnover (£000) by different types of university ventures.]

Source: HESA, 2017; HEBCI (2009/10 AND 2014/15)).
4. ORGANISATIONAL DIVERSITY AND EVOLUTION OF THIRD MISSION STRATEGIES IN THE UK

Universities vary because of their histories, values, organisational culture, aspirations and perceived reputation (Kenney and Goe, 2004; Scott, 2014; Lebeau and Cochrane, 2015). Recent studies in the UK both qualitatively and quantitatively demonstrate that different types of universities have different mixes of triple helix activities and relationships across a variety of regional and organisational contexts (Hewitt-Dundas, 2012; Guerrero et al., 2015; Lebeau and Cochrane, 2015; Abreu et al., 2016; Kitagawa et al., 2016; Sánchez-Barrioluengo et al., 2016).

In the UK, there is increasing evidence of academic institutions taking a pro-active approach towards the ideal of the «entrepreneurial university», through the engagement of both individuals and organisations (Abreu et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016). This involves adopting an entrepreneurial role in collaborations with industry, for example through research contracts, consultancy, licensing of patents, creation of spin-off companies, and so on. University strategies for these activities and relationships have been evolving over time, and reinforce each other (Sengupta and Ray, 2017). As the third mission development gains momentum, with the help of third mission funding initiatives as mentioned in Section 3.1, the modification of the HEI organisation has led to a wider diversity of structures to nurture the third missions, such as technology transfer offices (TTOs), incubators and other specialised intermediary organisations bridging the gap between HEIs and non-academic stakeholders. Sometimes, these specialised organisations focus on relationships with SMEs in their locality.

Furthermore, the extent and ways in which these third mission activities involve territorial dimensions is conditioned by a set of complex factors and relationships. These include the characteristics of the institution, discipline areas, the nature of the activities, institutional missions and organisational strategies, policy incentives and contexts of the «place» including history, and relationships with industry and other HEIs (see Boucher et al., 2003; Pinheiro et al., 2012; Goddard et al., 2014; Lebeau and Cochrane, 2015). Different types of universities respond to external pressures differently. Recent studies analysed varying impacts the financial crisis and austerity have had on different types of universities in the regions in the UK (Charles et al., 2014; Goddard et al., 2014), and different ways in which the universities responded by re-shaping their third mission activities with specific partners both locally and internationally (Kitagawa et al., 2016; Sánchez-Barrioluengo et al., 2016).

These sets of activities run alongside and interact with the research and teaching missions as observed in the UK and other countries (Goddard and Chatterton, 1999; Molas-Gallart and Casto-Martínez, 2007; Sánchez-Barrioluengo, 2014; Galán-Muros et al., 2017). As Sengupta and Ray (2017) argue, universities are conceptualised as standing on two pillars. One pillar provides the foundation for its traditional
role as a centre of education and research, and another provides the foundation for its third mission activities encompassing knowledge exchange and other forms of engagement. These two pillars are interdependent, while different types of universities (e.g. research-intensive, vocationally oriented) and academics working in different discipline areas with different types of knowledge exchange activities (e.g. teaching-oriented such as CPD and training, or research-oriented such as collaborative research and consultancy) configure these relationships differently (Abreu et al., 2016; Kitagawa et al., 2016).

We must recognise that universities are not specifically regionally «bounded» in pursuing their missions (Benneworth and Kitagawa, 2017). Universities are complex organisations, nested within national policy frameworks (Uyarra, 2010) as well as international networks and global communities, trying to «join up» processes at different levels and integrate the teaching, research, entrepreneurial and community elements of engagement (Charles, 2003; Perry and May, 2007; Benneworth et al., 2013). Consequently, this poses challenges and tensions for the university managers and leaders. How can the university balance each mission, which may be closely aligned with the needs of their region and external stakeholders’ demands? The alignment of the different missions or pillars would require reconciling policies and incentives at various levels of governance (Kitagawa and Lightowler, 2013), both externally and from within the university. Understanding of incentives needs to be based on the view that teaching, research and third mission activities are all «interactive processes with numerous feedback loops» (Jongbloed and Zomer, 2012, p. 99–100), rather than a linear process. Individual academics reconcile their own identities in balancing these different activities (Jain et al., 2009; Ambos et al., 2008). Institutional leaders and managers should also bear in mind that timescales for such actions can be very long and the impact maybe indirect, unintended, and sometimes negative (Lebeau and Cochrane, 2015).

5. WHITHER UK HIGHER EDUCATION AND ITS REGIONAL MISSION? REPOSITIONING IN THE NEW SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS

The «regional logics of action» of universities and their discourses of local engagement’ have been developing, but cannot be isolated from the forces of «high vertical inter-institutional differentiation» (Lebeau and Cochrane, 2015, 259) characterising the sector in the UK and increasingly across Europe and elsewhere (Kitagawa and Oba, 2010).

Lebeau and Cochrane (2015, p. 259) argue:

«At the root of this stratification is the competitive (and now quasi market) nature of a system in which universities compete for resources and students, while remaining subject to fairly strong forms of central regulation». 
These national systems of stratification are now being reflected in the organisational level. Many universities have been moving towards a more «hierarchical and centralised structure, with top-down planning and reduced local autonomy for departments» (Lebeau and Cochrane, 2015, p. 259), with a dramatic rise in the number of central university administrators and support staff (Cooke and Kitagawa, 2013; Martin, 2017), including those specifically engaged in local engagement and knowledge exchange.

In recent years, the UK higher education has been at the centre of major policy shifts, arguably accelerating the pathways towards marketisation and privatisation, and transforming the nature and objectives of the universities. The missions of universities have been transformed throughout such processes, which affect the regional mission (Lebeau and Cochrane, 2015).

In terms of research, as mentioned earlier, in replacement of the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE), the Research Excellence Framework (REF) is used to assess the quality of the research in UK universities, and drives a funding formula. With the aim of pursuing world-class research «excellence» while addressing economic or societal needs, the recent UK REF added the assessment of «impact» to the existing assessment of research excellence. The third mission of universities has been recently re-aligned with the national discourse around the «impact» that is expected from research and knowledge exchange activities (e.g., HEFCE 2011), many of which will have territorial dimensions.

In terms of teaching, the English universities underwent a radical shift in 2012 with the introduction of significantly enhanced fees for all home and EU students, combined with a drastic reduction in direct public expenditure in higher education. The Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) was introduced in England in 2016 as a trial year. The Government has previously indicated that universities and colleges in England that have a TEF award will be able to increase their tuition fees in line with inflation, whilst HEIs in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland are able to take part in the TEF with no direct impact on their tuition fees (HEFCE, 2017).

As already mentioned, third mission funding is allocated based on certain performance metrics of knowledge exchange activities. In England, HEBCI survey data has informed funding allocations for third stream activities of HEIF since 2006. This has led to «the design of instruments aiming to quantify (levels of activity and impacts) and ultimately monetize activities» (Lebeau and Cochrane, 2015, p. 251). Consequently, there are growing concerns that the focus of universities and policymakers has been on the number, rather than the quality and the viability, of these activities (Harrison and Leitch, 2010).

Scott (2014) argues that particularly in England, the combination of these «reforms» in the past decade have, in effect, shifted attention away from any «regional contribution» towards «an obsession with national and global rankings». In addition, in England at least, the demise of the structures of regional development
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governance represented by the RDAs since 2010, has also removed the regional institutional governance framework and some of the external pressures on regional engagement (Charles et al., 2014). This may weaken the «regional logics of action», and risk de-territorialising the third mission. At the same time, new dynamics of the (re)territorialisation of higher education missions is taking place, both at sub-regional (e.g. city-region) and trans-regional levels (Harrison et al., 2016). The recent government industrial strategy recognises the concentration of resources in the so-called Golden Triangle, trying some spatial rebalancing (Flanagan and Wilsdon, 2017).

On top of these national transformations and sub-national institutional dynamics, the UK is currently facing uncertainties related to Brexit. The implications of Brexit are still highly uncertain, and the topic is far beyond the scope of this paper. However, some of the current issues related to both higher education and regions in the UK need to be identified. The uncertainty of Brexit is affecting the UK regions, with a range of emerging issues including a potential skills shortage and financial impact, in particular, for those regions highly dependent on exports and the future of European funding and investment. The potential negative impact on both the creativity and productivity of UK science and innovation will affect the future of UK higher education and the regions. For the higher education sector, issues include recruitment of students from other EU countries, employment of academic and research staff from the rest of the EU, and research grants and income, such as «Framework» and «Horizon 2020» programmes and from public bodies and private companies in other EU countries (Scott, 2017). It is hard to tell how Brexit will affect the future of universities’ regional mission in the UK. Brexit, along with the recent devolution process in England and the political contexts of the other devolved regions, adds further complexity to the «regional logics of actions» of individual universities.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Given recent policy expectations (and mismatches), as well as academic understanding of the roles of universities in their regions, this paper discusses a variety of forces that define the regional dimension of third mission policies and practices. Empirically, this paper paints the evolution of the regional mission of UK universities over the last two decades with a broad brush. The paper aims to capture the evolving third mission policies that affect the links between universities and their regional agendas on one hand (territorialisation of third mission), and the development of institutional strategies and management practices at the university level (managerialisation of third mission), on the other.

The effects of «regional devolution» on higher education, research funding, and the governance and management of third mission activities over the last two decades were identified with growing incentivisation processes of these activities through dedi-
cated funding. Setting incentives for third mission activities encompasses complex processes at the policy, institutional, and individual levels. The paper discusses a range of organisational developments and tensions as part of third mission activities, and inter-links between the different missions of universities. The complexity of the «regional logics of actions» of universities are highlighted given the current policy obsession with national and international assessment and metrics, and a somewhat weakened institutional governance structure for the regional contribution, at least in England.

What the region means for a university is conditioned by a complex set of relationships and history. The existing regional variation in terms of the activities and performance of third mission activities is illustrated by drawing on the HEBCI data between 2009/10 and 2015/16, covering a broad range of knowledge exchange and entrepreneurial venture activities. Such a variation needs further scrutiny against growing disparities between the regional economies, and the nature of mixes of different universities in each region. There are new dynamics of local stakeholders both at the sub-regional and trans-regional level, which challenges the simplistic view of the «regional mission» consisting of the dichotomy between the national and the regional. These new dynamics may provide new opportunities for universities to become strategic actors and partners in creating the «innovation policy spaces» (Uyarra and Flanagan, 2010).

The state of UK universities’ regional mission is in flux. Three key challenges for institutional practices seem to exist in relation to the regional contexts of third mission in the UK. First, how can universities incentivise academic staff to engage with stakeholders in the regional contexts (against strong incentives to conduct world-class research)? Secondly, how do universities engage students and embed their learning experiences in the regional contexts (as well as ensuring teaching excellence)? Thirdly, in what ways do universities communicate (by going beyond metrics) and sustain relationships with a wide range of stakeholders at the local and regional level?
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